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WE UNDERSTAND THE EFFORT

YOU ilNVEST IN YOUR CREATIONS
Asian Paints provides a painting service to enhance the beauty of these designs

Our Relationship Officer will help you
through the entire painting process
making it hassle-free for you
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Assured Contractor Quality
Flawliess Execution
Exclusive Finishes
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IT WOULD BE FAIR to say that archi
tecture runs in his genes. Born to the gifted
architect, Romi Khosla, Manand made his
name with projects like the Jamia Millia
Islamia University in Delhi and the Apeejay
HQ in Kolkata. It's not often that this
Delhi-based architect throws open his Stu
dio to curious eyes. But when he does, you
are sure to fInd heaps of tracing rolls, sket
ches and many interesring ideas. At the
drawing board with Manand at the Romi
Khosla Design Studio (rk-ds.com). ..

Architectural Digest: What are you
currently working on?
Martand Khosla: 'vVe are working on a
large public installation, a project which
we won in an international competition,
in Rotterdam in the Netherlands. Plus
there's a school in Assam and the design
of the Indian embassy in Uzbekistan.

AD: What has been the most challenging

series of courtyards in a molecule-like
aspects of these projects?
structure, where every classroom connects
to a variety of learning labs and a courtyard
MK: Constantly attempting to maintain
the simplicity of the idea in its fInal manifes
to play and learn in.
tation has been interesting. It can be incredi
bly complex to retain effortlessness in design. AD: What is in the pipeline?
MK: There is a contemporary Hindu
The school, on the other hand, is incredibly
interesting because the pedagogy has chan
temple being planned in Mauritius, a house
in Delhi, and a large ferry terminal and eco
ged so dramatically since I was in schoo!.
Now I need to re-imagine spaces and
hotel in Goa.
design for a host of varied indoor-outdoor
activities and experiential learning. The
AD: What inspires you?
embassy project is an old one that I am re
. MK: The hope that even within our chaotic
built environment, there is room to make a
contextualizing'in a contemporary set up.
difference in design and living.
AD: What has been your inspiration for
AD: Five things we are most likely to find
these projects?
MK: The design in Rotterdam was inspired
on your desk.
MK: Tracing roll, a heap of recyclable papel',
by a simple twist of a strip of paper as well as
several pencils, a few sketchbooks and a long
the kinetic trajectories of urban skateboar
to-do list l
ders, while the school was imagined as a
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